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THE SUPPRESSION OF IGNITION BY INTERFACE
INSTABILITIES IN SMALL FUSION TARGETS

1.

by

R.C. Kirkpatrick
Los Alamos National Labo~:g~$y
Los Alamos, New Mexico

Concern over hydrodynamic instabilities in small
fusion targets has prompted numerous studies of
instability onset, but few studies of the
consequences. Here for the first time a mechanism is
identified which tends to suppress ignition in small
fusion targets. The mechanism is that of radiative
energy loss into the increased area of a perturbed
surface- Quantitative assessment of this mechanism is
provided by modeling it in a 12 parameter burn code.
It is contrasted with two other mechanisms and shown to
be a significantly more serious consideration for DT
ignition in the Wheeler mode.

INTRODUCTION

During the past few years several investigators have

discussed hydrodynamic instabilities In laser and charged

particle beam fusion targets. Among the numerical studies

are the papers by Lindl and Mead [11 Fraley ●t ala [2]1

Toepfer and Tiffany .[3],Henderson ●t al. [4] and McCrory et

al. [5]. The major cortcern has been the loss of symmetry and

outright breakup of the shell of material containing the DT

plasma. Barnes [6] discussed additional possible adverse ●f-

fects of instabilities and shock ejects on ~ ignition and

reviewed the previous work of importance to this problem.

Experimental ”work is being pursued by Assay, Toepfer, Perry,

Widner and others at Sandia Laboratories [7], [8], [9], as

well au elsewhere [101,



The reason for concern over instabilities is the

degradation of target performance that logical extrapolation

surely implies. However, a very important consequence of

Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities (or any other surface distorting

mechanism) has been previously overlooked. It arises through

the coupling of the hydrodynamic instability to the radiative

energy loss from the DT plasma. No previous numerical studies

of small fusion targets have ever provided evidence of tnis

coupling, nor is such a coupling easily demonstrated with the

codes currently in use for design of small fusion targets.

unfortunately an almost total reliance on numerical simulation

has long delayed the straight forward analysis which

persuasively demonstrates the most important consequence of

Rayleigh-Taylor and other hydrodynamic instabilities for

inertial confinement fusion.

In the following sections I will describe the mechanism

of increased energy loss into a Rayliegh-Taylor unstable

surface and discuss the model used in tile12 parameter burn

code. Then I will discuss some associated complications and

survey the domain where it is expected to be a serious

consideration. Finally, I will discuss the limitations imposed

on small fusion targets designs.

2. THE MECHANISM

Whenever the interface between a DT plasma and the shell

contain~ng it ia distorted, its area to volume ratio is

increased. Distortion by instabilities such as Raleigh-Taylor

(R-T) leaves the IYTvolume relatively unchanged, but as the

limit of linear R-T growth is approached the distortion

significantly increases the surface area. Since the energy

loss rat~ irltothe confining shell is directly proportional to

the area of the intt!rface this has a direct consequence on the

evolution of the ~ plasma toward ignition.



2.1 The Area of a Rayleigh-Taylor Unstable Interface

In order to demonstrate the mechanism described above it

is necessary to calculate the area of a distorted interface.

Ideally one would like to intsgrate over 4U solid angle using

some description of the distorted surface R(8~I$). However, for

spherical harmonics (the obvious choice) the area is not

integrable analytically. Also, there is no refison to believe

the area for large amplitude x relative to the wavelength A is

accurately described by spherical harmonics and an accurate

description is not really necessary to demonstrate the effect

of the mechanism. For large mode numbers the distortions of a

spherical surface are reasonably well approximated b~ those of

a plane surface. An approximation which has a simple analytic

form, yet is not so crude as to cast doubt on the results is

that of pyramidal distortions for which the area of the surface

is increased by a factor of

aA(x/A) = 1 l+(4x/a)2 (1)

over that of the undistorted plane surface,

For small amplitudes aA is quadratic in x/A, as 1s that

of a spherical cap of small height relative to its radius.

While pyramidal distortions form a lower limit for a~ due to

smoother distortions, a steppel diatcrtion ot any complexity

forms an upper limit.. These upper and lower Iimita don’t

differ by more than 340. Because large amplitude R-T growth is

expected to develop spikes the pyramidal distortions will be

assumed. This form of distortion will also allow later

modification to account for additional complications. The area

of the entire interface characterized by a single wavelength

and a single amplitude would be

(2)



2.2 Rayleigh-Taylor Growth

Plesset [11] has derived an expression for R-T growth

which applies to a sphericai interface between two immiscible

incompressible fluids for which the outer fluid is infinite in

extent, i.e. a thick shell approximation. His expression

agrees with the thick shell limit for a more general result by

Helm [12], and in the limit of zero surface tension reduces to

ii + 3ix/R - Ax E O, (3)

where R is the mean radius of the Interface, fiIts velocity,

and A is given by

A = [n(n-l)pz-(n+l)(n+?)pl] R/[n02+(n+l)pl]R, (4)

where n is the mode number 2nR/A. In the limit of large n and

large R this expressi~n reduces to the product of the Atwood

number and the acceler~ Lion divided by I-R/n. It should be

noted that finite initial values of either ~ or x may lead to

unstable growth when A is positive and R is negative, as is the

case during the compression phase of a small fusion target for

all mode numbers

(5)

n>(P2+3p l)[l+(l+8pl(02-p ])/[P2+3Pl)2)1/2]/2(p2-P 1),

A phenomenon appropriately termed “fire polishing” has

been previr,uely described by Bodner [13! and furt,hardiscussed

by Cato [14] and other@ [4]. Tappert and Helm [15) made a

simplified analyais of ablative ●tablization and arriv~d at a

relation for the ~tabilizing prassure correct in the limit of a

thick abl~tion layer. Reaccesament of that analysis leads to

an additional term in ●quation (3) ●bow, which includes the

correction for finite ●blation layer depth~

6



x + 3kIi/R - Ax+ Bx=O, (6)

where the ablation coefficient B is

-2 WnL/R)2Tn/RL (pl+P2)B - Q2/3 1/3 f(Il)(l-eP~

= Y[(Y+l)Q/2 Y]2’3P~\3 (l-e-~L/R )n/RL(Pl+@ (7)

Here Y is the polytropic index for the ablated material, Q is

the heat flux which drives the ablation wave, P2 is the density

ahead of the ;!ave, L is the ablation layer depth, the function

f(n) is

f(n) = (1-n)li~ Yq -VI ; (H)(l-A -2/3, (8)

and rI= P,/~z is th? density ratio across the a nation front.

Pollock [16] derived an expression for the flux G due to

radiation penetration which is correct in the limit uf no

hydrodynamic motion:

(9)

where a is the Stefan-Boltzman constant, c the speed of light,

CV9 the specific heat of the ablated material, K] the opacity

at reference temperature 81, with ~ m ~(O~/Or)~~ and er

is the radiation temperature.

lJsing the expression by Pollock for radiation penetration

in terms cf mas9 per unit area

11+5 8ac
X. “ -—— — /t ~n+~ ~t 1/2/0 ,

(q+4)2 3CvK10;
or r (lo)
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the penetration depth is L = xo/o1, where density of the

ablated material p] must be derived. If the internal energy of

the ablated material is el = cv~8r-PIAP -1, and Plis the

LYTplasma pressure (Y-1)PCV8, then

(Y#)(cv#l-(Y-l)Pcve(l -;)) = (Y-1)PCV9,

so that

PI = YJY-l)Pcvv( Y#(cv=er+( Y-l)cveP/P~)

(11)

(12)

where P is the density of the WT plasma, Y is its ratio of

specific heatsl and 13is the ~ material temperature. For tkle

case L<CA, the density profile ~(r) between R and R+L

approximates a discontirluous jump from p to PZ and this

sugqests a simplification to the treatment for evaluation of

both the classical R-T coefficient A and the effect of “fire

polishing”. To evaluate A one may simply substitute P for PI

in eq. (7). To account for the affect of “fire polishing” one

may simply reduce the spike part cf the area factor to properly

allow for penetration to a depth X. in the unpenetrated

material PZ, and similarly reduce the “bubble” part of

perturbed su~face area. I have used the expressions

a~(f)- (1+(4VA)2P 1[ -(#f MtiJL ,,-2(l+(4x/A)’1 1/’-ii,
l+4(x/h)2 (4X,’A)

(13)

for d < ; (l*(4x/ V2)1’2/;4x/A),

arid aA(x/~) = 2(:~)2 11-(1 -( A/4d)2)1’2 I
(14)

for d > ~ (l+(4x/V2)1’2/(4x/A),

8



When the amplitude x exceeds

the equation for the R-T growth is

; - ~R.

For g = O the~e is no acceleration

the linear limit A/2, then

taken to be

{15)

relative to the mean

interface position R, while for g = 1, the tip of the R-T spike

falls freely (constant velocity relative to the origin). No

attempt has been made here to assess the correct value of g,

but it is clear that O < g < 1 bounds the physically reasonable

value.

2.3 Added heat Capacity and Radiation Loss

The expression detived by Pollock and those which

preceeded ([17], [18]) assumed slab geometry, but we need to

correct for curvature of the ablating surface. For small

pcnetratian depth L relative to the curvature, it is only

necessary to correct for the amount of penetrated material not

included in the plane parallel penetration relation, hence for

the added heat capacity of the material at the radiation

temperature:

so that the heat capacity

S(RF;)XO, (16)

for radiation must be increased to

c:
- (4a0~# R3 + CvgAM)/& R3. (17)

In a previous paper Kirkpatrick [19] derived a relation

for radi6tive loss into an opaque wall which was expressed in

terms of the rate of change of the radiation temperature due to
.

radiation loss UeBc. To correct for the increased area of

the perturbed interace ie8c need only be multiplied by

aA(+). To correct for the added heat capac:ty of material



at the radiation temperature, the rate for radiation
.

temperature er must be

c’
r

3s~ R2aAdxo
—=1+
c r 4aR30:

reduced by the factor

3aAxo
-——,

4aR0~.

(18)

3. THE CONSEQUE...‘rlSOF THE MECHANISM

In order to assess the importance of the mechanism

outlined above, the equations set forth above have been

incorporated in a twelve-parameter burn code [19]. This

required the insertion of two additional parameters x and ~

plus their associated rate equtions, auxiliary relations.

Obviously the consequences of the mechanism hinge on the

initial values of ~ and x, and the importance of the mechanism

must be judged in light of the reasonableness of the initial

values and the magnitude of the effect.

3.1 An Example

For a target containing 837 Mg of 50:50 DT and a 84 mg

gold pusher with an initial internal energy of 121 J/mg, an

initial implosion velocity of 110 P/ns will provide ignition in

the absence of initial perturbation of the DT/gold interface.

However, failure results for an initial perturbation of about

31.Ifor a mode number n = 10. The failure is presented in Table

1. For much of the implosion x and i control the time step,

and the reason is apparent in the last column which shows

a~(x/X). The values of aa(X/~) do not represent a smooth

variation. Instead, they reflect cyclic behavior due to the

imbalance between A and R in ●quation (9). For constant

coefficients equation (9) has oscillatory or exponential

behavior depending on the sign of -A+B. Because -A+B > 0, x is

oscillatory, but the amplitude of the oscillations grows

exponentially if 3U/R is negative~ a condition which is

satisfied during the implosion (U<O). However, superimposed on

10



the growing amplitude of the oscillations is the penetration of

radiation into the perturbed surface and this tends to reduce

the effective area of the perturbed surface in accord with

equation (16). Because x may be oscillatory, its value may be

negative for the linear regime, but the area is increased for

both positive and negative values of x. Beyond the linear

limit x>A/2, the amplitude of x is assumed to be monotonically

increasing(g=O in equation 15). This would result if an

irreversible process such as Hemhcltz instabilities disrupted

the Taylor spike so that its tip became hydrodynamically

decoupled from the remainder of the high density fluid [20].

The tip deceleration should be generally in accord with the

theory developed for the flight of a meteor through the

atmosphere [21], but nc attempt has been made to follow the

detailed physics past the linear limit of the R-T instability.

Only one author [20] has attempted to quantify the highly

nonlinear problem of large amplitude R-T growth and the

subsequent Hemholtz instability. Clearly, more work is needed

in this area. The value of aA(x/A) generated by the

implosion presented in Table 1 is plotted in Figure 1.

3.2 ~ Survey

Figure 2 pro”Jides an overview of the effect of the

perturbed surface on ~ ignition. Here two regions of ignition

[191 are shown in the (po~eo) plane. The initial

conditions for this figure are the same as for the

example. The areas enclosed by the solid contours

regions where @nit~J17 occurs ifithe absence of an

above

are the

initial

perturbation, and those enclosed by the dashed contours are the

regions where ignition occurs for an initial perturbation of

3.15 u and n = 10. It is apparent that only ignition in the

high gain (SU called Wheeler) mode is threatened by the

increased surface area that results from R-T instabilities.

This is because radiation and material temperatures are nearly

in equilibr~um as the conditions necessary for ignition in the

Wheeler mode are appro~shed and energy is lost from the ~

11



volume mainly by radiation penetration into the material

compressing the DT. However, in the other (hydrodynamic) mode

of ignition energy is lost from the DT volume mainly by

conduction which is little affected in the formulation

I presented here.

Figure 3 shows

where the assumption

once again is for ar

the same case in the (POFUO) P.lane~

2 has been made.PO ao~l The dashed line

initial pertllrbatiOn of 3.15 v with n =

10. Unfortunately it is the high gain mode that suffers from

the surface perturbations.

3.3 Small Fusion Tarqet Designs

TWO obvious ways tciavoid the problem created by initial

perturbations in small fusion targets are (l)reduce the initial

perturbations to a tolerable level, and (2)avoid the high gain

mode. However, given current technology and the attractiveness

of the high gain mode neither one of these options are

acceptable. However, a third option may exist. That option

involves a balance of the Taylor and ablative stabilization

terms in equation (9). If the oscillatory frequency of x can be

made sufficiently small during the time that the convergence

term is large, the value of x/A may be kept sufficiently small

to allow ignition. Additionally if the oscillatory frequency

cannot be made small enough, there is still the possibility of

adjusting the oscillatory frequency to make a~(x/A) small

during the crucial interval when the material temperature is

between about 1 keV and 2 keV.

It should be noted that no benefit is derived from “elim-

inating” the classical Taylor term by envoking “super” ablative

stabilization as long as a strong convergence term like that

derived by Plessett exists, since only a small improvement is

achieved~ i.e.~ the rms value of x/x, ~ still grows ex-

ponentially during implosion. However, Plessett’s derivation

correctly applies only to the incompressible case, and one

might :~~asonably expect a reduction in the convergence term

for the compressible case. Also, if the above discussion of

the RT-growth assumes that the coefficients in the Plessett

12



equation are constant. Clearly, much more work is needed on

the problem of hydrodynamic instabilities and their

consequences.
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l’ime dependence of tha area factor a(x/A). Note the
repeated rim and fall due to the uocilatorynature uf th!

lnat~bility ~plitud~. The arrow mnrke the pusher turn-
around tima.
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An overview of the effector the perturbed surface on DT
ignition. TIIOsolid contoure delineat(-the ignitionregionm for
no initialpsrturbetion - hence no infitsbilitygrowth,while the
dashed contoure show the chenge when the initial perturbation is
x = 3.15Pwith a mode numbet of n = 10. Only the hiI@ 8ain mode
of ignl,tion aL low 00 ●nd high pa is significantly affected by
the instability 8rowth.
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FIGURE 3
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An ovarviaw in the (PO, Uo) plane with 00 c Uoz. The dashed

cuma in for th. same parturbatiom ma in Fi~ure 2. The two dot-dafih
diagonallinaa●r. Iinam of conatmt maximum theoretical Bain
(2~~/~## ) . Tha ●rrow msrks liquiddensity DT (19), the
physical limit on initial danmity.
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